
Top tech companies are embracing AI-
powered content generation for organic
growth in 2024

Content Creation Automation with Abun.com

Top tech companies embrace AI-powered

content for growth. Abun.com

revolutionizes digital marketing with

automated SEO-optimized content

creation for brands.

UNITED STATES, May 8, 2024

/EINPresswire.com/ -- With the

introduction of top LLMs from Meta,

OpenAI, Google, the entire landscape

of content creation is transforming

from user written content to AI-

powered content. Search engines are

gradually transitioning towards showcasing AI content that delivers in depth information of the

subject based on user searches. 

With this transition, it becomes even more difficult for small businesses & brands to rank on
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search engines and generate traction organically. These

small businesses & brands are now flocking towards

platforms like Abun.com which transform the way

businesses approach digital marketing. Abun combines the

power of artificial intelligence to streamline content

creation and SEO optimization, helping businesses

enhance their online presence and drive growth.

Imagine having a team of expert writers and SEO

specialists at your fingertips, working tirelessly to craft content that captivates your audience and

climbs the ranks on Google. This AI-powered platform generates high-quality content that is

tailor-made for your business.

Abun is more than just an automated content creation tool - it's a game-changer for businesses

looking to stay ahead of the competition. With its integration with Google Search Console, Abun

http://www.einpresswire.com
https://abun.com
https://abun.com


identifies the top, middle, & bottom of the funnel content lacking in your current strategy &

generates content around it. The generated content is entirely automated & comprises of media-

rich articles with internal & external linking for maximum SEO-optimized content. The generated

content will be published automatically on platforms hosted on WordPress & Webflow relieving

you of any manual efforts. 

"Our journey into entrepreneurship began with a passion for innovation and a commitment to

making a meaningful impact," said Junaid Ansari, co-founder of Abun. "We recognized the need

for a solution that automated content creation and SEO optimization, and Abun was born out of

that vision. We're excited to empower businesses with the tools they need to succeed in today's

competitive digital landscape."

Since its launch, Abun has quickly gained traction among businesses with some of its tools like AI

outline generator, AI keyword generator, & several other free tools. With a focus on user-friendly

design, powerful AI technology, and unparalleled customer support, Abun is poised to become a

trusted partner for businesses looking to uplift their digital marketing efforts.

"We're committed to empowering businesses with the tools they need to succeed online," said

Amin Memon, co-founder of Abun. "Whether you're a startup or an established enterprise, Abun

is here to help you achieve your goals."

For more information about Abun and to sign up for a free trial, visit Abun.com.
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